Who We Are?
At Victorious Kidss Educares, we couple the philosophy of
the latest of Western Education Masters, with India’s ancient rich
heritage of teaching and learning, on the doctrines left behind for
‘Education for Humanity. By this balancing of power with the
best of East and West ~ our school has been evaluated by IB,
since 2012, with the honour of being, a Model IB World school,
in Asia.

International Baccalaureate
(IB) is the most sought-after
educational concept and, for
its’
inherent
strength
within, is favoured worldwide.
It’s specialized pedagogy of
teaching
and
learning
through concepts and inquiry
is bringing in a revolution and
exciting children to discover the secret power from within their
own self! This process of schooling is available widely ~ over 5000
+ schools across 150 countries and you would come to know
more about these elite processes of teaching and learning, as well
as the official status of other IB world schools, once you arrive
and interact with us.

Our Core Team: The Coordinators, the Principal and the
President are ‘certified world trainers, teachers’ trainers,
examination moderators’. Our President has been, in addition, an
FAA (USA) qualified trainer and instructor. The Professional
Development (PD) program for teachers, are closely monitored
round the year and are continuously standardized by The IB
Global Organization (IBO).
The entire teaching and learning processes rotate around
discovering the secret power, hidden within every child. This is
done through freedom of expression, inquiry cycle, developing an
attitude to learning, through understanding the ‘Concepts’ rather
than by rote of the ‘Content’ ~ as was the process, in earlier
days. IB students often perform far better, because they learn to
discover the hidden potentials from within of awareness, of
understanding, developing an attitude of inquiry, learning to ask
questions better. The IB World School students foster strong
academic, social and emotional characteristics. They are, also,
seen to and likely to perform well academically and stay well
balanced – often better than most students, placed worldwide, on
other Programme.

